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In recent years, disputes of shares transfer has become one of the main types 
cases in Company Law, especially in the limited liability company shares transfer. The 
reason concludes the unbalanced economy development, the appearance of many new 
things, lack of social integrity, imperfect legislation, inconsistent of judicial practice 
and understanding, etc. However, a more direct reason for this is a matter of 
procedural and substantive flaws in shares transfer, failure to meet the "Company 
Law" and "Contract Law" and other relevant laws. Although the revised "Company 
Law" makes this transfer of shares of more specific provisions, but in practice such 
disputes still occur from time to time, so the legal research of limited liability 
company shares flawed transfer is particularly necessary.  
This article is divided into four parts: First, this article starts with the basic theory 
of limited liability company shares transfer, on the basic of which definite the flawed 
transfer of the share ownership and list some types of the flawed transfer of the share 
ownership; Second, analysis the efficacy of the contract of the flawed transfer of the 
share ownership in six situations and this part is very important in this article; Third, 
analysis another very important form of the flawed transfer of the share 
ownership——the pre-emptive right of shareholders; In this part, analysis the flawed 
transfer of the share ownership from the body of the flawed transfer of the share 
ownership and the performance of the pre-emptive right of shareholders; Four, put 
forward proposals to improve the limited liability company shares flawed transfer. 
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